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HEAVY TRAFFIC CONVERGENCE OF A CONTROLLED,
MULTICLASS QUEUEING SYSTEM*

L. F. MARTINSt, S. E. SHREVEt, AND H. M. SONER

Abstract. This paper provides a rigorous proof of the connection between the optimal sequencing problem
for a two-station, two-customer-class queueing network and the problem of control of a multidimensional diffusion
process, obtained as a heavy traffic limit of the queueing problem. In particular, the diffusion problem, which is one
of "singular control" of a Brownian motion, is used to develop policies which are shown to be asymptotically nearly
optimal as the traffic intensity approaches one in the queueing network. The results are proved by a viscosity solution
analysis of the related Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations.
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1. Introduction. This paper provides a rigorous proof of the connection between the
optimal sequencing problem for a two-station, two-customer-class queueing network and the
problem of control of a multidimensional diffusion process, obtained as a heavy traffic limit of
the queueing problem. In particular, the diffusion problem, which is one of "singular control"
of a Brownian motion (also called "regulated Brownian motion" by Harrison (1985)), is used
to develop policies which are shown to be asymptotically optimal as the traffic intensity
approaches one in the queueing network.

The diffusion we wish to control here has been given the name Brownian network by Har-
rison (1988), who proposed such models as approximations to multiclass queueing networks.
The idea of using diffusion approximations for single-class queueing systems dates back to
Inglehart and Whitt (1970), Reiman (1984), and Johnson (1983). More recently, Reiman
(1988), Peterson (1990), and Dai and Kurtz (1995) have obtained diffusion approximations
for multiclass queues.

The control of Brownian networks for the purpose of obtaining control policies for queue-
ing networks was initiated by Wein (1990a, 1990b, 1992) and Harrison and Wein (1989, 1990).
These papers derive rules for sequencing customer services and for controlling input to queue-
ing networks. Laws and Louth (1990) and Laws (1992) use Brownian networks to derive
queueing network routing policies as well. All these papers are based on a heuristic under-
standing, amply supported by simulations, of the connection between the Brownian network
control problem and the original queueing problem. Such a connection has been rigorously
established in models with a single customer class by Kushner and Ramachandran (1988,
1989), Kushner and Martins (1990, 1991), and Krichagina et al. (1993, 1994). These papers
use weak convergence methods. After the completion of this paper, Kushner and Martins
(1994) used these methods to obtain the convergence of the value function considered in this
paper. For weak convergence methods, the exogenous processes (e.g., arrival and service
processes) can be quite general, provided that they have finite first and second moments.

In this paper, we assume that the arrival processes are Poisson and the service times
are exponentially distributed. We base our analysis on the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB)
equation, which, in turn, is based on the Markov property. In contrast to most other rigorous
treatments of convergence, we treat a network with multiple customer classes. Our analysis
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uses the theory of viscosity solutions of HJB equations. Viscosity solutions were first in-
troduced by Crandall and Lions (1984), and equivalent definitions were given by Crandall,
Evans, and Lions (1984). For recent developments, we refer the reader to Crandall, Ishii, and
Lions (1992) and Fleming and Soner (1993).

The particular example chosen for our study has also been examinedby Harrison and Wein
(1989) and Chen, Yang, and Yao (1991). The former work derives a plausible asymptotically
nearly optimal sequencing policy for the queueing network in one of the parameter cases
that we study; we confirm the asymptotic near-optimality of this policy. The latter work,
which does not introduce the Brownian network, solves the original queueing problem in
some parameter cases; we obtain consistent results in the case where comparison of results
is appropriate, and we obtain an asymptotically nearly optimal policy in a parameter case not
solved by Chen, Yang, and Yao (1991).

This paper is organized as follows. In 2 we describe enough of the queueing system
problem, including the heavy traffic assumptions, to enable us to summarize our results.
We complete the problem formulation in 3. Sections 4 and 5 establish elementary results
concerning the value function for the queueing system problem. In 6 we define the limit of
the value functions for a sequence of queueing systems. Of course, our goals are to represent
this limit as the value function for a diffusion control problem and to use this representation
to construct asymptotically optimal policies for the queueing systems. In 7 we introduce the
associated controlled Brownian network, and in 8 we reduce the Brownian network problem
to one of workload control. Section 9 dispatches the easy Case I. Section 10 provides an
overview of the harder Case II. The remaining sections are devoted to the technical analysis
of a subcase of Case II, which we call Case IIA.

We choose only Case IIA for full treatment because
(i) it includes the common situation of seeking to minimize the sum of the queue

lengths when the service time at station one is independent of customer class;
(ii) a closed-form solution to the queueing system problem in this subcase is unknown;
(iii) the convergence result in this subcase requires new methodology; and
(iv) the workload control problem in this subcase has a simple solution.

We believe that the techniques developed here can be extended to the other cases, but this
would first require the solution of nontrivial singular stochastic control problems to prove
existence of the functions q and q2, which appear in the discussion of cases IIB, IIC, and
liD in 2.

2. Summary o1’ results. We study a family of two-station queueing networks with Pois-
son arrivals and exponential service times. In the nth network, customers of class 1 and 2
arrive at station 1 with arrival rates )n and )(2n, respectively, and are served at respective

rates/zn and/z2(n) Class customers then exit the system, whereas class 2 customers proceed
to station 2, where they are redesignated as class 3 customers and served at rate/zn. See
Figure 1.

The cost per unit time of holding a class customer is ci > 0. The objective is to minimize

fo o(n)(t)dt,(2.1) E e-t/n i .i
i=1

(n) is the number of class customers queued or undergoing service at time t, and otwhere Qi
is a positive constant.

In order to minimize this objective, we may decide at each time whether to serve a
class or a class 2 customer. Service can be switched away from one class to the other and
subsequently switched back, resuming where it left off. We may also decide to idle station 1,
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FIG. 1. Criss-cross network.

even though there are customers who could be served. This may be desirable if there are no
class 1 customers and the cost c3 is high relative to c2 so that we prefer not to serve any class 2
customers until a backlog of class 3 customers has been reduced.

We want these networks to approach heavy traffic conditions as n --+ cxz. Therefore, we
define numbers bln and bn by the formulas

h(n) /(n)
so that 1 vl is the traffic intensity at station 1 and 1 v2 is the traffic intensity at station

2. The heavy traffic assumption is that for 1, 2, 3 and j 1, 2 the limits

)j lim )J, /Z lim Id’i"
(n) bj ,--,lim bn)

n--+ cx n--+ cxz

are defined and positive and satisfy

(2.3) sup Ilzi lZi -k- Ibj bj < cx.
n j=l i=1 "=

Our analysis divides naturally into two main cases, and the second case divides into four
subcases. We describe our results in each case.

Case I (Cl/Zl c2/z2 + c3/z2 < 0). As long as customer class 2 is present, it should be
served. If all class 2 customers have been served, then class 1 customers should be served.

This result agrees with Theorem 5.2 of Chen, Yang, and Yao (1991). The expected cost
reduction per unit of service effort devoted to a class 2 customer is (c2 c3)/z2, since service
turns a class 2 customer into a class 3 customer. In Case I, (c2 c3)/z2 dominates Cl/Zl, the
expected cost reduction per unit of service effort to a class 1 customer. This results in the
simple fixed priority rule of serving class 2 customers whenever they are present.

Case II (C1//I C2/Z2 "1- C3/Z2 > 0). We further divide this case into four subcases.
Reasoning behind this subdivision is given in 10 below.

Case IIA (cl/zl c2/z2 / c3/z2 > 0, c2/z2 c3/z2 > 0, c2/z2 ca/z1 > 0). Now a unit
of service applied to class 1 results in a greater expected cost reduction than a unit of service
to class 2. In 12 we prove the asymptotic near-optimality (see the last paragraph of 6 for
this concept) of the policy of serving class unless the number of class 3 customers falls
below a positive threshold, in which case priority is switched to class 2 so that station 2 is
not starved. The switching threshold depends on the queue lengths in the following way. Let
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a, b [0, cx) -- [0, cxz) be bounded, concave, increasing functions satisfying

a(0) b(0) 0, r/-- b(cx) < (a(cx))2.

Define V (zl z2, z3)
zx

a(zl)a(z3) b(z2). The nearly asymptotically optimal policy is given
by

serve class 1 if ,(on)(t)//-ff, a(n)2 t/, t)/4-ff) >_ o,

serve class 2 if ?’(Qn(t)//-ff, Q((t)//-ff, Q(t)/v/-ff) < 02

where an) (t) denotes the number of class customers present at time i. As r/$ 0, this policy
approaches asymptotic optimality.

Harrison and Wein’s (1989) model with Cl c2 c3 1,/Zl =/z2 2,/z3 1 falls
into this subcase, and their proposed policy is to serve class 1 if and only ifQ(t)//-ff exceeds
a positive constant which is independent of n and the other queue lengths. They showed by
simulation that with a properly chosen constant, this policy outperforms the rules "first-in,
first-out," "longest expected remaining processing time," and "shortest expected remaining
processing time." They also found that its performance was within about 5% of a lower bound
that they obtained for the optimal cost. We have not done simulation testing of our policy.

The heuristic justification of the policy in Case IIA suggests that the same policy is
asymptotically optimal under only the Case II condition c1/z1 2/Z2 - C3/Z2 > 0. Our proof
of the result stated in Case IIA suggests otherwise. Although we have not worked out a full
proof for the other three subcases, the proof for Case IIA strongly suggests the following
conjectures. A brief motivation of the following conjectures is given in 10 below. Chen,
Yang, and Yao (1991) offer a heuristic policy, based only on the length of the queue at the
second station, for all subcases of Case II. (Note that one must set r 0 in Chen, Yang, and
Yao in order to compare to our result.)

Case liB (Cl/Zl c2/z2 + c3/x2 > 0, c2/z2 c3/z2 < 0, c2/z2 Cl/Zl > 0). There is a
continuous, increasing function 2 [0, cxz) [0, cx) satisfying

0 _< 2(c02) </z3co2//z2 c02 >_ 0, lim 2(c02)
O)2--+

Class 1 should be given priority unless either the queue length Q) of class 1 customers falls
to zero or the queue length Qn of class 3 customers falls below some positive threshold.
While either of these conditions is satisfied, priority should be switched to class 2, except that
whenever on) 0 and

2 <ki/2 ::2 -!"

station 1 should be idled. This idleness can be explained by the fact that it is cheaper to
hold class 2 customers at station 1 than to send them on to be held as class 3 customers at
station 2; note that in this subcase, c2 < c. Also observe that when Q]n) 0, the pair

(2 //z2, (Q + )//z3) is equal to the expected impending service time for the two
stations embodied in customers anywhere in the network; see 8 below for details. The term

1/v/-ff that appears in the above formulas is related to time scaling that will be introduced in
the next section.

Case IIC (cl/zl c2/z2 + c3/z2 > 0, c2/z2 c3/z2 > 0, c2/z2 c/z < 0). There exists a
continuous, increasing function [0, oo) --+ [0, oo) satisfying

0 _< Will ((.01)
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Class 1 should be given priority unless either Qn) 0 or Qn) is less than a positive threshold.
While either of these conditions is satisfied, priority should be switched to class 2, except that
when Q > 0 and

( Q(n) g)(n) )2 < kill 2t .2

priority should be given to class 1, even though this may cause station 2 to starve. Idling
station 2 can be explained by the fact that the cost of operating the network can be reduced
more quickly by serving class 1 than by serving class 2; note that Cl/Zl > c2/z2. As in the
previous case, the term 1/ff-ff is related to time scaling, and when c() 0, the pair:3

is equal to the expected impending service time for the two stations embodied in customers
anywhere in the network.

Case IID (Cl/Zl c2/z2 + c3/x2 > 0, c2/x2 c3/z2 < 0, c2/z2 Cl/Xl < 0). This case is
a combination of Case IIB and Case IIC. We conjecture the existence of functions ql and q2
as described above. Idling can occur at either station or station 2, as described in Case IIB
and Case IIC, respectively.

3. The queueing network problem. For the queueing network of the previous section,
for 1, 2, let {An) (t); 0 < < ) be the class customer arrival process, assumed to be

Poisson with intensity )n). For 1, 2, 3, let {S{n) (t); 0 < < cxz} be the class customer

service process, assumed to be Poisson with intensity/z}n). We take all these processes to be
left-continuous, and we denote by {f’(n)(t); 0 < < O} the filtration generated by these five
processes.

A control law {Y(t), U(t); 0 < < oo} is a pair of left-continuous, {.T’()(t); 0 _< <
xz}-adapted, {0, 1}-valued processes. The process Y(t) indicates whether station 1 is active
(Y (t) 1) or idle (Y (t) 0), and U (t) indicates whether station 1 is serving customer class 1
(U(t) 1) or customer class 2 (U(t) 0). Given nonnegative initial queue lengths Q(0),
Qn Qn)2 (0), and (0) for the three customer classes, and given a control law (Y, U), there is a
unique triple of queue length processes satisfying

Qn)(t) Qn)(o) -!- An)(t) Y(S)U(s)I{Q)(s)>_I dSn)(s),

Q(n) (t) Q(n) A(2n) fot2 2 (0) -t- (t) Y(s)(1 U(s))l{Q,,(s)>_l}dS(2n)(s),

Qn)(t) Qn)(o) + Y(s)(1 U(s))lQn,(s)>_ dS")(s) l{Qn)(s)>_l

where 1A is the indicator of the set A. We denote the vector of queue length processes by

t,-)(n) Qn)a(n) (t) (a]n) (t) ,.2 (t) (t)).

(Note: Because the interservice times are exponentially distributed, the processes

(fo’ )Y(s)V(s)liQ(,(s)>_)dSn)(s) and Sn) Y(s)U(s)l{Q,(s)>_}ds
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have the same law. This permits us to write Qn) (t) in terms of the former, although the latter
more nearly reflects the way we interpret the system. If service of a customer is preempted and
later resumed, we assume that service begins where it was left off. After resumption of service,
the time to completion has the same exponential distribution as the original distribution of the

g}(n) g}(n)service time. Similar comments apply to 2 (t) and (t).)3
The vector of scaled queue length processes is

Z(n)(t) A 1 Q(n)(nt)=--
For fixed controls (y, u) 6 {0, 1}2, this is a Markov chain with lattice state space L (n)

---" k 0 .}3 and its infinitesimal generator is (see Chung (1960))

(3.1)

-.n y’ U (tg z A- Ftzn (t z + (tg z "JI- Ft) (2n (t9 z + --ee p z

+ nlzn)yu q) Z- el --g)(z) l{z,>O}

2 y(1--u) p z--e2+e3 --q)(z) l{z2>O}

+nIzn) p z----e3 --q)(Z) l{z3>0},

where z (Zl, Z2, Z3), el (1, 0, 0), e2 (0, 1, 0), and e3 (0, 0, 1). In particular, given
any control law (Y(.), U(.)), for any real-valued function q) on L (n), the process

(3.2) e-atq)(z(n)(t)) -+- e-S[otqg(z(n)(s)) .,n,Y(s),U(s)o(Z(n)(s))]ds

is a local martingale.
Using the positive holding costs C1, 2, 3, we define the holding cost function h(z)

=1 cizi. Given an initial condition z(n)(0) z 6 L (n) and a control law (Y(-), U(.)), we
define the associated costfunction at z by

(3.3) r, vt(n) (Z) =zx E e-Uth(z(n)(t))dt.

In terms of the original queue length process, this cost can be written as (cf. (2.1))

n- E e-(t)/nh(Q(n) (t))dt.

The valuefunction at z is

(3.4) j,(n)(z) h:. inf{J)u(Z); (y, U) is a control law}

4. Stationary control laws for the queueing network. A stationary control law for the
nth queueing network is a pair of functions Y L (n) -, {0, }, U L (n) -, {0, 1 }. The value
of the control at time is given in feedback form as (Y(Z(n)(t)), U(Z(n(t))). Because the
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queueing network is driven by time-homogeneous Markov arrival and service processes, we
have

(4.1) j.(n) (Z) inf{ l(n) (Z)" (Y, U) is a stationary control law}Y,U

Let n,r,v denote the infinitesimal generator of the controlled process with stationary controls
Y, U. Then n,r,v is given as in (3.1) with the pair (y, u) replaced by (Y(z), U(z)).

PROPOSITION 4.1 For any stationary control law (Y, U), thefunction 7(n) is the unique,,V
linearly growing solution ofthe equation

(4.2) ..n’Y’U q9 h 0 on

Ifp is a linearly growing subsolution ofthis equation, i.e.,

Ol n’Y’Uq9 h < 0 on

or ifp is a linearly growing supersolution, i.e.,

cp n’Y’U9 h > 0 on

then 9 < l(n) l(n)
f,v or p > respectively.,V’

Proof. Under any control law, we have

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

so

L(n).

L (n)

L (n)

1 n) ZI.) )n)EZln)(t) < zln)(o) + --EA (nt) (0) + t,

7(n) Z(2n) 1EA(2n)(nt) Z(2n) )n)(t) <_ (o) + (o) +

(4.6) l(n) (z) < h(z) + h(Xn) X(2n) (n))"Y,U t2

and J.( has the same upper bound Using the bounds (4.3)-(4.5) and the dominated conver-
gence theorem, one can show that for any linearly growing p, the local martingale (3.2) is in
fact a martingale. In particular, if (Y, U) is a stationary control law, then

jy(n) Ee-t l(n) (Z(n) (t)),u (z(’(O))

Y,U Y,U]

But for a stationary control law, the Markov property implies

(,0 (ZOO(O)) Ee-t(,O (ZOO(t))+ E e-h(Z(’O(s))ds.Y,U Y,U

Comparing these two equations, we see that

E e-S[ ’y,v(7(n ZOO (s)) (..n’r(z((s)’v(z(( r,v(nl (X(,0 (s))]ds

E e-h(Z(’O(s))ds.
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Dividing by and letting $ 0, we see that l(n) satisfies (4.2). Uniqueness of this solution
will follow from the second part of the proposition.

If q) is a linearly growing subsolution of (4.2), then the martingale property for (3.2)
implies

[ f0 ](z(n)(o)) < E e-to(z(n)(t)) + e-USh(Z(n)(s))ds

Letting --+ cxz, using (4.3)-(4.5) and the linear growth of p, we obtain q) < l(n) The
supersolution claim is proved similarly.

5. The HJB equation for the queueing network. For 9 L(n) -- 7E, we define the
nonlinear operator Z;n,* acting on q) by

(5.1) n’*qg(Z) min{ff_,n’y’ug)(z); (y, u) E {0, 1}2} Vz L(n).

The HJB equation for the nth queueing network is

(5.2) otq9 /n’*(/9 h 0 on L(n).

PROPOSITION 5.1. The valuefunction j(,n) is the unique, linearly growing solution of the
HJB equation (5.2). If9 is a linearly growing subsolution (respectively, supersolution) ofthis
equation, then 9 < j(,n) (respectively, q) > j(,n)). Furthermore, any stationary control law
(Y*, U*) satisfying

ff.n,Y*,U*j(n) ff,,n,, j(n)

is optimal.
Proof We first prove the comparisons. Let q) be a linearly growing subsolution of (5.2).

Then, for any stationary control (Y, U), we have

ot9 .n,r’,u h <_ otto .n’*9 h <_ O.

Proposition 4.1 implies 9 < l(n) and minimization over (Y, U) yields 9 < j(,n)"Y,U’
Now let 9 be a linearly growing supersolution of (5.2), and choose a stationary control

(Y, U) satisfying

Ol(fl ff.n,r,u h or9 ..n,, h >_ O.

Proposition 4.1 implies 9 > l(n) which dominates j(.n)Y,U’
A linearly growing solution of (5.2) can be constructed by the policy iteration algorithm.

Let (Y0, U0) be any stationary control, and choose (Y+I, Ut+m) recursively so that

ffn,Y+l,U+t j(n) ..n,,-(n)
Y,,O aY, U,

Then J) zx
lim l(n)

rk,Vk can be shown to be a linearly growing solution of (5.2); we omit
the details. By the comparisons already proved, any linearly growing solution of (5.2) must

(n)agree with j(,n), and since (5.2) has a linearly growing solution, J is a solution.
Remark 5.2. In certain situations, we will need to extend the definition of the operator

ff.,n,y,u to allow (y, u) to take values in the square [0, 1]2, rather than just at the corners.
Fractional values of u correspond to processor sharing at the first station, and fractional values
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of y correspond to partial utilization of this station. The only property that will be needed,
however, is that (5.1) can be rewritten as

(5.4) n’*q)(Z) min{n’y’uq)(z); (y, u) E [0, 112},

a fact easily verified by noting from (3.1) that the minimum in (5.4) will be obtained at some
corner of [0, 1 ]2.

6. The heavy traffic limit of the value function. In order to let n -- oe, we need an
l cxupper bound, independent of n, for the nonnegative functions {, in=l"

PROPOSITION 6.1. There are constants K1 and K2, independent ofn, such that

.J(,n(z) < KI + Ke(z + z2 + z3) Yz L (n).

Proof. Define q)(Z) =I(Zi "at- e-Zi) for all z L(n. Set u 1/1. We begin by
verifying that (n’l’uq))(z) is bounded above by a constant independent of n and z L(n.

.l )2 (n) nFrom (2.2) and (2.3) we have l + 1, 2 ]-/3, ’i i --t- O( ), and /i"
(n)

/Z + O(), where O(np) denotes a term whose absolute value is bounded by KnP and K is

a constant independent of n and z L(n). We may thus rewrite (3.1) as

(-,n’l’uq))(Z) n)l q) Z q-el -I-q) Z-- e 2q)(Z)

[ ( ) ( ---n )+ n)2 q) z nt- -e2 at-q) z --- e2 -k- e3 at- q)(Z e3) 3q)(Z)1
1

-n)2 q) z-e2+e3 -q)(z) llz2:0

1-nJ.e[q)(z--e3)- q)(z)l l{z3=0

q)(zzl:--l/rtei) --q)(z) e2 at- --e3 --q)(z)

e-ZiSince q)(z -4- --ei) q)(z) 4-(1 + O() and
l__ (e-Z2 e-Z3) + 0(), we have

/ee -t- e3)- q)(z)

(,n’l’uq))(Z) --/’ )2(1 e-z) + O(1).

This implies that ,n,l,uq) is bounded above by a constant K0.
Let K2 g max{c, c2, c3}, socK2q) h > O. Put P gK2Ko + K2q). Then

Og.! .n’l’u. h otK2q) h + K2(Ko ff_,n,l,uq)) >_ O,

which shows that ot n’*kI/ h _> 0. (Recall Remark 5.2.) The supersolution part of
Proposition 5.1 implies

1J(,n)(z) 5 tIJ(z) 5 -K2Ko q- 3K2 at- K2(Zl at- z2 -1
t- z3).
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We wish to consider limn-,o j(,n), but since each J.n) is defined on a different set L(n),
the definition of this limit is not straightforward. Borrowing the technique developed by
Barles and Perthame (1988) (see also Fleming and Soner (1993, 7.3)),we define the upper
semicontinuous limit J# of {J,(n)}n__ by

(6.1) J#(z) = lim lim sup .l(n)() YZ E [0, 00)
$0 n-+ cxz

iI-zll<

and the lower semicontinuous limit J# by

(6.2) J#(z) & lim lim inf j.n() Yz [0, c)3.
e$0 n--+o

Then J# is upper semicontinuous, J# is lower semicontinuous, and

(6.3) 0 < J#(z) < J#(z) <_ K1 + K2(zl + z2 + z3) Yz 6 [0, cxz) 3.

We shall eventually show that J# J#, and we shall use a Brownian network problem to

suggest, for each r/> 0, a sequence of stationary policies {(Y U)} such thatn=l

1 (n)(6.4) lim lim sup I,,yn,un( J#()l <-. 1"] YZ [0, 00)
$0 n---o z/n

We call such a family (parametrized by 0) of sequences of policies asymptotically nearly
optimal.

7. The controlled Brownian network. We first introduce the controlled Brownian net-
work and then explain by an analysis of the infinitesimal generator ,n,y,u why it is relevant.
Let M1, M2, and M3 be continuous martingales relative to a filtration {U(t)} satisfying the
usual conditions that each 9r(t) contains all null sets of U(cxz) and that f’(t) As>t.T’(s) for
all t. Assume that for all t,

(7.1) (M1)(t) 2)1t, (M2)(t) (M3)(t) 2Z2t,

(7.2) (M, M2)(t) (M, M3)(t) 0, (M2, M3)(t) -)2t.

Given z 6 [0, cx)3, we will say that the quadruple (Co, el, e2, e3) of {’(t)}-adapted processes
is admissiblefor initial condition z, provided that

(i) (0, e, e2, e3) are right-continuous with left-hand limits, with the convention that
ei(0-) =0, 1,2,3;

(ii) go is of finite variation on bounded intervals;
(iii) el, e2, and e3 are nondecreasing,
(iv) the state process Z(t) (Z1 (t), Z2(t), Z3(t)) is in [0, oe)3 for all > O, where

(7.3) Z (t)
zx
z + Ml(t) +/Zle0(t) + el(t),

(7.4) Z(t)
/

Z2 bltX2t + M2(t) -/Z2eo(t) + e2(t),

(7.5) Z3(t)
zx

z3 + (bl/Z2 b2/z3)t + M3(t) + zeeo(t) ee(t) + e3(t).

The costfunction associated with (e0, el, e2, e3), admissible at z 6 [0, cxz)3, is

Veo,e,,e2,e3 (z) E e-ath(Z(t))dt.
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The valuefunction for the controlled Brownian network is

(7.6) V(z) 6= inf{Veo,el,e2,e3(z); (0, 1, 2, 3) is admissible at z}, z 6 [0, cxz)3

The cross variation formulas (7.1), (7.2) imply that the vector ofmartingales (M1, M2, M3)
is nothing more than a three-dimensional standard Brownian motion multiplied by a nonsin-
gular matrix, so this vector of martingales is also a Markov process. If we set the control
processes 0, 1, 2, 3 equal to zero, the state process Z(t) given by (7.3)-(7.5) is Markov
with infinitesimal generator

(7.7) /2o -blb/,2992 -[-- (bl//,2 b23)q93 + )lqgll --I- )2q922 ,2q923 + 29933,

where 99 is any C2 function from [0, cxz) to R with q9 denoting partial derivative with respect
to the th variable.

The controlled Brownian network is an intermediate problem between the queueing net-
works studied thus far and the workload control problem of the next section. Although the
value function is well defined by (7.6), the problem does not have an optimal solution. We
shall see in the next section that one would like to keep the state Z(t) on a face of the orthant
[0, cx)3, but this is not possible with the bounded variation control processes 0, 1, 2, 3.
Fortunately, when we pass to the workload formulation, we will obtain a well-posed control
problem.

We conclude this section with an asymptotic expansion of the infinitesimal generator
/2n’y’u of (3.1) for the controlled queueing network. This expansion is needed for the proofs in
the following sections and also explains the origin ofthe Brownian network problem introduced
in this section.

Suppose that p [0, cx)3 --+ is thrice continuously differentiable, and all derivatives
of 99 up to order three are bounded uniformly on [0, cxz) 3. Fix (y, u) 6 {0, 1 }2, and define

(7.8) o(n)= U O’1 .q/’//n)(1 y)u, ," (n)
or2 /2 (1 y)(1 u).

Recalling (2.2), we may write

0(n) n)
(7.9) u

o(n) n) b(n)

For z 6 [0, cxz) 3, we set

(7.10) ]31 (Z) yu Q1 (Z) ’(j011 (Z) I{Zl=0

(7.11)

(7.12)

A ( 1
q)(z) x(n)2 Y(1 u) 992(z) o3(z) 2-nq)2(z)2

)-- q923(Z)- q933(Z) l{z2=0},

],y,U(z) A ]j,n) [(/93(Z)_ ’q933 (Z) l{z3=0}
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so that (3.1) becomes, by use of a Taylor expansion,

cn,y,uq)(Z %// jn) q)l (Z) + (Z) "-[- 2(Z) + 22(Z)

[ nyu+ un --Z +Z +’’ Z
a (1 u) a) (z) + (z) + (z) a(z) + (z)

Nn,y,u+ (z)

I 1 1 n yu-t-" //zn) --(/93(Z) + ’-(/933 (Z) t_ 3’’ (/9(Z) + O

Because the derivatives of are bounded, we can conclude from (2.3) and (7.9) that

n’y’U(z) (Z) + 0(n) V(Z) (n) + (Z)

(7.13)

znl+ 2 2(z) -3(z) (22(z) 223(z) + 33(z))

(1)ql.. j]’Y’Uqg(Z).._ 0 --i=1

where 99 is given by (7.7) and

(7.14) (n) A n) (n) (n)(/J’ ’--]’2 ’/’t’2 )’

(7.15) .ACn)q) ,x 1/x,) 1. (n)
(/911 + /2 (q322 223 "4- (/933).

The expressions in (7.14), (7.15) are bounded uniformly in n. However, 0 (n) O’1, and r2 are of
n,y,u (n) [(n)(/9 in (7.13) agrees with Vtp.order /-, as are the terms i . The term V0. +

but this term cannot immediately be replaced by Vtp. because 0up to an error of order ,
multiplying it is of order 4eft. In 11 we treat this term by adding a corrector to the function
which is the argument of .n,y,u. The corrector causes the offending term to vanish.

Equation (7.13) suggests that the controlled Brownian motion Z(t) given by (7.3)-(7.5)
approximates the scaled queue length process Z(n) (t) - Q() (nt). The control variable 0 (n)

in (7.13), which can be either positive or negative, corresponds to pushing in approximately the

direction - (/x, -/z2,/z2) or the direction -. In (7.3)-(7.5), this pushing is accomplished
by the locally finite variation process e0. The processes , 2, and 3 appearing in (7.3)-(7.5)
allow us to enforce the condition Z(t) [0, oe)3 for all _> 0. We have set up the controlled
Brownian network to allow i to grow even when Zi(t) > 0; this corresponds to idling the
serving stations.

Remark 7.1. When all derivatives of q) up to order three are bounded uniformly on
) in (7.13) is a term whose absolute value is bounded by K//-ff, where[0, oe)3, then O(,/
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K is a constant independent of n and z E [0, o)3. If 0 is of class C3, but only with locally
bounded derivatives, then the term O(!,/if) is bounded by k(z)/v/-ff, where k(.) is a locally
bounded function of z E [0, cx)3. We need the uniform bound in (11.24) when we are
obtaining a lower bound on the limit of the queueing system value functions so that we can
proceed to (11.25). The nonuniform bound is sufficient for (12.66) when the upper bound is
sought.

8. The workload formulation. Following Harrison and Wein (1989), we introduce the
workload transformation

(8.1) co(zl, ze, z3) = ( Zl
_

z: ze+z3)
which maps the state space [0, cxz) of the controlled Brownian network onto the state space
[0, cxz)2 ofthe workloadcontrolproblem formulated in this section. If (zl, z2, z3) represents the
three queue lengths, then (Wl, w2) cO(Zl, z2, z3) is the expected impending service time for
the two stations embodied in customers anywhere in the network. The workload formulation
reduces the dimensionality of the control problem from three (the number of customer classes)
to two (the number of stations).

Because we can use the control process 0 in (7.3)-(7.5) to instantaneously change the
state Z(t) in the directions 4- 4-(/zl, -/z2,/z2) at no cost, the Brownian network value
function V of (7.6) will be constant along the direction . This means that V (z) can be written
as a function of co(z), because co(z) does not change along the -direction. It also means that
one would want to keep the process Z(t) on the locus of points in [0, c) which minimize h
along line segments parallel to . To find this locus, one considers for each (wl, w2) [0, o)2

the linear program

minimize cl zl "+- C2Z2 "+" C3Z3

subjectto
z z2

Wl,

Z2 Z3
-}- //32

/z3

Z >_0, z2>0, z3_>0.

Denote by f(Wl, w2) the value of this linear program. We have two major cases.
Case I (Cl/Zl c2/z2 + c3/z2 < 0). In this case,

(8.2) f’/(Wl, W2) Cl/Z1Wl + C3//3W2,

and the minimizer in the linear program is

(8.3) Z 11/31, Z2 Z 3W2.

Case II (cl/zl c2/z2 + c3/z2 > 0). Now

(C2/Z2 3/Z2)Wl q- C3/Z3W2 if /z3w2 >_/ze

(8.4) f’/(Wl, W2)
Cl/ZlWl -- //--3 (C2//2- Cl/Z1)W2 if /Z3W2 < /Zzw.

The minimizing values are

0(8.5a) Zl Z2 //2Wl, Z /Z3W2 /ZZWl

, /Z1
(8.5b) z (/z2w -/z3w2), z2 z3w2,

if z3w2 /z2

z3 0 if /3w2 < /Z2
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The workload control problem has state equations

1 1
(8.6) Wl (t) wl bt -k- --M (t) + --M2(t) + m (t),

]Z1

1
(8.7) Wz(t) w2 b2t q- mM2(t) + ---M3(t) + m2(t),

/z3

where the pair (m, m2) of {’(t)}-adapted control processes is admissiblefor initial condition
w (wl, w2) 6 [0, oe)z, provided that

(i) m and mz are right-continuous with left-hand limits, with the convention that

mi (0-) 0, 1, 2;

(ii) m and m2 are nondecreasing;
(iii) the state process W(t) (W (t), W2(t)) is in [0, cxz)2 for all > 0.

el(t) 2(t) e3(t)(We have in mind, of course, that ml (t) +, m2(t) -’7-3 where 1 and 3 are part
of an admissible quadruple (0, 1, 2, 3) for the controlled Brownian network.) The cost

function associated with (m l, m2) at w 6 [0, oe)2 is

e-atml,m2(LO) E (W(t))dt,

and the valuefunction at w is

(8.8) l’(w) inf{Qml,m2(W); (ml, m2) is admissible at w}.

Although we do not need this fact for our analysis, one can show that V of (7.6) and V
of (8.8) are related by the equation

(8.9) V(zl’z2’z3)-I(Zl -[- V z e [0, )3.

If one had an optimal (m, m) for the workload control problem, then as an optimal policy
for the Brownian network problem, one would want to take eT(t) -/xlm(t), e(t) ==. o,
e(t) =/z3m(t) and choose g0 to ensure that Z*(t) is always given by (8.3) or (8.5) with

wi W’(t), 1, 2, depending on the sign of Cl/Zl c2/x2 + c3/z2. However, such an e0
does not exist, so the Brownian network control problem is ill posed.

9. Solution of Case I. This is the case Cl/,bl C2//2 + C3//,2 < 0. Since t given by (8.2)
is increasing in each variable separately, the optimal control processes m and m2 act only
when Wl 0 or W2 0, respectively. More precisely,

(9.1) ml(t)
zx [ 1 ] +max -Wl + bs ml(s) mMz(s)

O<_s<t ]J,1 2

(9.2) m2(t)’x [ 1 1 ] +max -wz + b2s M2(s) --M3(s)
O<_s<t 11,3 113

(see, e.g., Harrison (1985)) are the minimal nondecreasing processes which ensure that the
associated state processes remain nonnegative almost surely. In particular,

(9.3) mi(t) l{Wl(s)=o}dmi(s), 0 < < cx3.
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One can actually compute the value function

(9.4)
r(Wl, W2) Irml,m (Wl, W2)

A + y1B1 wl + g2B2w2 + B1 e-’lwl -k" B2e-nw2,

where 1/1 > 0, t/2 > 0 solve the quadratic equations

1-I- y12+blYl-l=0,

and B1 Cl#l/’l, B2 c33/}/2, A -YlblB1 ’2b2B2.
The formula z 0 in (8.3) suggests that customer class 2 should always have priority,

a fact already established by Chen, Yang, and Yao (199 1). Thus, for the queueing networks,
we define the stationary control law (independent of n in this case)

Y(z) { 1 if Zl >0 or Z2 >0,

0 if Zl Z2 0,

0 if z2 > 0,
U(z)

if Z2 0.

One can show that (Y, U) is asymptotically optimal in the sense of (6.4) with r/- 0. We omit
the proof, focusing instead on the more complicated Case IIA below.

10. Discussion of Case II. This is the case Cl C2//2 + C32 > 0. We shall complete
the analysis only for Case IIA.

Case IIA (Cl/Zl c2/z2 +c3/z2 > 0, c2/z2- c3/z2 > 0, c2/z2- cl/zl > 0). In this case, the
function t given by (8.4) is nondecreasing in each variable separately. The optimal control
processes for the workload problem are still given by (9.1), (9.2) and satisfy (9.3), but ’ no
longer has the simple closed form (9.4). Because

(10.1) 9(w) E e-tt(W(t))dt V //3 E [0, 00)2,

the Feynman-Kac formula and elliptic regularity imply that is C2 on the open quadrant
(0, cxa)2, Q is C on the closed quadrant [0, 00)2, and

(10.2) 1(0, W2) 2(1/)1, 0) 0 V(Wl, W2) E [0, 00)2,

(10.3) ot-Q-t=O on (0, oo)2

where

.1 ) )2
(10.4) __A -bll- b22-at-

--//,12 -+- .- 11 q-
2 /23

q12 -’}- 22

for any C2 function (0, 00)2 _._> R. To verify that I" is of class C2 on (0, 00)2, we can let
fa be an arbitrary domain in (0, o0)2 satisfying an exterior sphere condition and then solve the
Dirichlet problem

otu-u-t =0 in , u 1" on 0f2.
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This problem has a solution u which is C2 in (Gilbarg and Trudinger (1977, Thm. 11.5)),
and it is an easy exercise using It6’s formula to verify that u V. To prove the claimed
boundary behavior along the wl-axis, we can choose a domain S2 in (0, ec) x R which is
symmetric about the wl-axis, and we can extend/, t, and 1) across the wl-axis by even
symmetry so that the extended functions are continuous and piecewise differentiable. The
above Dirichlet problem still has a solution u which is C in f2 (Gilbarg and Trudinger (1977,
Thm. 8.9)), and because of the even symmetry, w2 0 on the intersection of f2 with the
wl-axis. Again, It6’s formula can be used to verify that u and I) agree in the intersection of
f2 with the upper half-plane. The same argument applies to the we-axis, and the condition

’1 (0, 0) 1)2(0, 0) 0 is obtained by letting f2 be symmetric with respect to the origin.
Note that with b as in (10.4) we have

(10.5) (z2)(o(z)) z:( o o)(z) v z [o, )3.

The principal result of this paper is the following theorem.
THEOREM 10.1. Assume Case IIA. Then

A(z) J#(z)= 9(o(z)) v z [0, )3,

where J# and J# are the lower and upper semicontinuous limits ofthe queueing network value
functions, defined by (6.1) and (6.2), respectively.

The proof of Theorem 10.1 is the subject of the next two sections. Since J# _< J#, it
suffices to prove the two inequalities

r(CO(E)) _< J#(z), J#(z) <_ (co(z)) V z G [0, 00) 3.

In 11, we prove the first of these inequalities, and in 12, we prove the second. The proof of
the second inequality requires the construction of a sequence of asymptotically nearly optimal
stationary policies (defined by (12.5a), (12.5b)) which satisfy (6.4). We establish additional
properties of V in the next section.

Case IIB (cl/zl c2/z2 + c3]z2 > 0, c2/z2 c3]z2 < 0, c2/z2 Cl/Z >_ 0). Now h is
strictly decreasing in wl for wl 6 [0, w2], which suggests that wl should not be allowed
to fall too far below 3 we. Numerical experimentation supports the conjecture that there is a

/z2
continuous, increasing function 2 [0, x) [0, zx) such that the optimal control process
ml in the workload control problem acts whenever Wl(t) 2(W2(t)) to ensure that the
inequality W1 (t) >_ 2(W2(t)) is always satisfied. The rest of the conjecture was set out
in 2.

Cases IIC, IID. The functions kI/1 and 2 appearing in the conjectures in 2 about these
cases are the free boundaries on which reflection should occur in the optimal control of the
workload processes.

11. The lower bound. Throughout the remainder of the paper, we assume Case IIA. In
particular, $) is given by (10.1), where W is determined by (8.6), (8.7), (9.1), and (9.2), and f
is given by (8.4). The purpose of this section is to prove the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 11.1. Assume Case IIA. Then

(11.1) 9(co(z)) <_ J#(z) V Z [0, 00) 3,

where J#, defined by (6.2), is the lower semicontinuous limit of the queueing network value

functions and co is given by (8.1).
The proof of Proposition 11.1 proceeds through several steps.
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LEMMA 11.2. The workload valuefunction 7 [0, oo)2 ---+ [0, oo) is strictly increasing
in each variable and is convex. There are positive constants Ko, K1, and K2 such that

(11.2) Kot(w) <_ (7(w) <_ K1 qt_ Kz(w) ’v’ w E [0, cx)).

Furthermore, the partial derivatives 1 and 2 are uniformly bounded on [0, oo)2.
Proof We may rewrite (8.4) as

(w)=max{ (c22-c32)wl+c33w2,cllwl+(C22-cll)w2]2 Vw G [0’)2’

which shows that is convex, and , being the value function for a control problem with linear
dynamics and a convex state space, inherits the convexity of. The representation (10.1) of Q
shows that Q is strictly increasing in each variable and grows at most linearly. Such a function
must also grow at least linearly, and we have (11.2) for suitable positive constants K0, K, and
K2. A linearly growing convex function must have bounded partial derivatives. S

The idea behind the proof of Proposition 11.1 is to alter the function

(11.3) v(z) 9((z)), z [0, )3,

in order to obtain a subsolution of the HJB equation (5.2). Proposition 5.1 will then imply
that jn) of (10.4) dominates the altered function. We then let n to obtain (11.1).

The construction of the altered version of v requires three steps. First, we mollify v to
obtain a smoother function. Next, we compose v with a truncation function so as to restrict
attention to a compact subset of the domain of v. Finally, we add a "coector" to cancel the

(v(z) is replaced by Vv. in the expansionorder eor incued when Vv(z). (" +
of ’Y’"v (see (7.13)). This eor must be cancelled because 0( multiplying the eor is of
order.

Step 1. Mollification. Let p be a nonnegative C function with suppo contained in the
open ball B (0) of radius e > 0 centered at the origin in R2 and such that f,(0l P 1. We
define

.a(w) f. 9(x + w)p,(x)dx  (x)pe(x w)dx.
(o)

(To make this definition possible, we first extend Q to R2 so that it remains continuous.) We
likewise define

l + 1
e(O) JR2

On the set (, )2, (10.3) implies 9 0.
Let us set Q(w, w2) 9(w +2, w +2). The Lipschitz continuity of (and hence

) implies

(11.4) la’ kg’ ’l Lo on (-e, )2,

where Lo is a Lipschitz constant for . Like , each ’ is strictly increasing in each variable
and satisfies (11.2). Fuhermore,

OWl
gO(W) i(X + w)pe(x)dx i(x)pe(x w)dx.

(0)
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Computing all higher-order derivatives by differentiating under the second integral, we see
that for each N, there is a constant CN,, such that all partial derivatives up to order N of Q’
are bounded in absolute value by CN,, uniformly on (--, cxz)2.

We next define

(11.5) v (Z) e (O)(Z)), Z E (--3, O)3,

where
zx

min{/z and note that v converges to v of (11.3) uniformly on [0, x)//’2, /J’3
i.e.,

(11.6) lim sup IvY(z) v(z)l 0.
6,0 ZE[0,OO)3

From its definition, we see that v satisfies

(11.7) Vv (z) 0 z E (-3, cx) 3,

where (/z l, -/2,/z2). Inequality (11.4) and the fact that t solves the linear program in

8 imply

Ol V Z ll) Z < f.l ( Z__l
_

Z_.2 Z2, _].. z___3 ) + Loe
(11.8) /z2’

< c. z + 2L0e,

where c (cl, 2, 3). There isa constant C1, such that

(11.9) Iloi II-+-Ilvi# I1+ I1/11+11 Uijkl I1 +11 l)ijklm Ilcx _< Cl, i, j,k, 1, m {1, 2, 3},

where I1 is the supremum norm on (-3, cx) 3.
Finally, because fi is increasing in each variable separately, we have

>0, >0, >0 on (_,)3(11.10) v v2 v v

and there is a constant K satisfying

1
(11.11) v(z) < K +-c.z V z 6 [O, cx)3,

the last inequality following from (11.8) and the uniform boundedness ofv.
Step 2. Truncation. Fix/3 > 0, and let o --+ be a C function with the following

properties"
1.(i) qg(x) x ifx < ,
4.(ii) qg (x) 0 if x >_ ,

(iii) -/3 < qg(x) < 0 x > 0.
One could, for example, take the C function

2
x if x<-

--’
f(x) -x2 --1- 3x

5 if x> 3-
2 /3

2 2 3
if -<x<-

t- -’
and mollify it.
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We truncate v by defining u, (z) 99(v (z)) for z 6 (-3, (X))3. Then

ou’ (z) u’(z) oo(v" (z)) o’(v (z))v’(z) + o(),

where IO(/3)1 is bounded by/ times a constant depending on Cl,e in (1 1.9). Because qg, (x)
x for 0 < x < , we have from (1 1.8) that

v (z) < - =, otut’ (z) Eu’* (z) otv (z) -/2v (z) < c. z + 2L0e.
P

Conditions (i)-(iii) above imply
(iv) 0 < tpt(x) < Yx > 0.

This fact, (1 1.8), and (1 1.1 1) allow us to argue that

otu’* (z) ut’* (z) < ottp (v (z)) p(v (z))[otv (z) c. z 2Loe] + 0(/3)

_< c[o,(v’(z)) o’(v’(z))v’(z)]
[ o’(v’(z))]c. z + c. z + 2Lo + O(/)

_< c[o,(v’(z)) o’(v’(z))v’(z)

+ c. z + 2Loe + 0(/3)

c[99(v*(z)) v*(z) + K(1 9(v*(z)))]
+ c. z + 2Loe + O(fl).

Since q)(x) < x for all x,

99 (v (z) K) _< v (z) K,

from which we conclude that

9/(v(z))- v(z) + K(1 -9(v’(z))) <_ 99(v*(z))- qg/(v(z)- K)- Ko(v(z))

Thus, regardless of whether v (z) < or v (z) > , we have

(11.12) otu’* (z) u’(z) < c. z + 2Loe + O(/3), Z (--3, 00)3

Also, from (1 1.7), (1 1.9), and (1 1.1 0), we have

(11.13) Vu’* (z) 0 V z (-3, cxz) 3,

(11.14)

(11.15)

i, j,k,e,m {1, 2, 3},
, ,

U _.> 0, b/2’ U3 > 0, /’/3 _> 0 on (-3, o)3,
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where Ce,, is a constant depending on . In place of (11.11), we have now the existence of a

constant R such that

(11.16) U/fl’(zl, Z2, Z3)--" 0 if Zl v ze v z3 > R1’ i= 1 2 3

Step 3. Construction ofthe corrector. For each n, define

kIIn’fl’ (Z) " --%//-VU15’ (Z) (n) dtnu, (Z)
(11.17)

,:ffVu," (z). ( ) Au’" (z), z (-, )3

(A is defined by (7.15)), and note that ,,, and its first, second, and third paaial derivatives
are bounded uniformly in z, n, and fl and

(11.18)

Zl Z3Define (z)
/

min{, }, and let T [-3, oc) --+ R be a mollification of which does not

depend on the variable z2 and which satisfies the following:
(v) T is thrice continuously differentiable;
(vi) the derivatives of T, up to second order, are uniformly bounded;
(vii) /21 T1 +/2eT3 1 on [0, oe)3;
(viii) t(z) < T(z) < t(z) + v2 z [-Vl, cx]3,

where Vl > 0 and v2 > 0 are chosen so that

Z t(Z) (n) (--3, CXD) 3, Z (t(z) + 1)2) (n) (--3, O) V Z [--Vl, 00)3, Yn.

We may now define the corrector

fn,, (z

_
C3,,(wln) 2f_ wn)) -- fo

T(z)

(11.19)

where

(n) A Zl Z2 2(n) Z2
W //3

/2n) /d2"(n)’ /2(3
and the constant C3,,, is chosen below, independently of n.

Direct computation reveals that

pn,, (z p(n))dp,

Z3

Z I--U1, C)3,

(11.20) Vfn,f,, (n) qn,, + 0 - on [-1)1, 00)3.

Also, (ll.18) shows that the term f:(z)pn,f,(z p(n))dp and its first, second, and third
partial derivatives are bounded uniformly in z and n. Consequently, we may choose the
constant C3,,f independently of n so that

t:n fl, fl,(11.21) f’f" > O, 2 f3 _> O, f3’’f’‘ >_ 0 on [-vm, oc)

Similarly, we may choose a constant K,/ independently of n so that

(11.22) -K,, < f’Z’e(z) < K,/(1 + c. z) z 6 [-vl, oc)3.

Finally, we have

fn,f, fn,,(11 23) IIJi IIo + ILL,) IIo + i,j,k IIo _< C4,,/3 i, j, k 6 {1, 2, 3},

where C4,,/ is independent of n and we mean IIo to be the supremum norm on [0, 00)3.
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Step 4. Subsolution confirmation. We set

1 fn,,gn,,e (Z) Ut3’ (Z) .qt_ _. (Z) tZ E [--131, 00)

gn,,and check that for < Vl is nearly a subsolution of (5.2). Using (7.13), we compute
for z 6 [0, )3:

En,y,uagn,#, n,y,ugn,, au,e n,y,uu, + [ufn,, fn,,e]

o(n) Vu,e (n) + u

0(n) [ n +al[--g’fl’6+gi#’6](11.24) vfn,,, n + fn,,, 1

[ n’fl’ n’fl’ n’fl’+ 2 -g2 + g3 + ge2 2g’ + g’

i=1

The term O() is independent of z (see Remark 7.1). The terms multiplying and are

respective Taylor series approximations of the nonpositive (see (11.15), (11.21)) differences

( ) gn, gn,, ( l ) gn,,gn,,, z-e (z), z- e2 + e3 (z),

Thusand the eor in these approximations is of order .
a -g’’(z)+g (Z) O

and the term involving az has the same upper bound. A similar argument shows that

n,y,Ugn,,,i (Z) O {1,2,3}.

Dropping these five terms and using (11.12), (11.22), (11.23), (11.17), and (11.20), we see
that

K, (1)gn,,,(Z) .,y,ugn,,,(Z) C" Z + 20 + O(g) + (1 + C. Z) + 0

where as before [O()l is bounded by a constant, K K(, fi) times , and IO(fi)l is

bounded by a constant, K K() times ft. Minimization of ,y,ugn,, (z) over (y, u) 6

{0, 1}2 results in the inequality

gn’"(Z)--n’*gn’"(Z) 1 + , c.z+2Lo+O()+O Vz [0,

This shows that
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is a subsolution of (5.2), and Proposition 5.1 implies

otK,, J(,n)(z) +- 2L0e + O(fl) + 0 Yz E(11.25) gn,,, (z) < -q-
ot

Step 5. Passage to the limit. As a final step, we let n cx, then fl $ 0, and then $ 0 in
(11.25). From the bound (11.22), we see that limn__, gn,, (Z) U’ (Z) and the convergence
is uniform on compact sets. Therefore,

1
u’ (z) < J#(z) + -(2L0 + O(fl)) Yz [0, cxz) 3,

where J# is given by (6.2). As fl $ 0, 0 approaches the identity function and u’ (z) v (z).
Finally, (11.6) implies lim$0 v(z) v(z), given by (11.3). This concludes the proof of
Proposition 11.1.

12. The upper bound. In this section we prove the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 12.1. Assume Case IIA. Then

(12.1) J#(z) <_ f’(o)(z)) Vz [0, )3,

where J#, defined in (6.1), is the upper semicontinuous limit of the queueing network value
functions and co is given by (8.1).

The proofofProposition 12.1 depends on the construction of a sequence of asymptotically
nearly optimal policies for the queueing networks. We now describe this sequence of policies.

Let a and b be functions in C([0, oo)) which are strictly increasing, concave, and such
that a(0) b(0) 0 and

A A
(12.2) 31 lim a(x), 32 lim b(x)

x---), oo x--- oo

are finite. We also require

(12.3) 32 < 32.

We define a function 9/ [0, 00) -- 7". by

(12.4) ’(Z) a(zl)a(z3) b(z:z)

and use ?, to define a stationary control law (Y, U) for the nth queueing network by setting

(12.5a) Y(z) 1;

if t’(z)>0,
(12.5b) U(z)=

0 if ?,(z)<0

for z L (n).
The control used at z 6 L( thus depends on which "side" of the surface ?’ 0 the scaled

queue length vector z is located. Note that if 31 and 32 are small, the surface , 0 is "close"
to the set {z 6 [0, cx)3

Zl z3 0}, which, by the discussion in 8, is the set toward which we
would like to push our system. The meaning of "close" above is better explained in Lemma
12.2(d) and (e) below.

The policy (12.5a), (12.5b) is also chosen in such a way as to simplify the boundary
terms in expansion (7.13). Suppose that z2 0. Then ’(z) > 0, so that U(z) 1, and
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13’r(zl’t(zlq)(z) 0 for any o. In the same way, if Zl 0 and z2 > 0, then g(z) < 0 and the
/31 term vanishes We finally note that (12.5b) and (7.8) imply, for z L (n),

(12.6) On(z)9/(Z) O,

with strict inequality if ?, (z) 7 0.
The next lemma collects the relevant properties of 9/.
LEMMA 12.2. (a) For z [0, cx) 3,

(12.7) Vg/(z) > 0 and V9/(z) (n) > 0,

where (/Xl, /x2,/x3) and (n) (iZn) (n) [&n)-ie ). Furthermore, there is a 63 > 0 such
that

(12.8) V9/(z). > 63 if 9/(z) 0.

(b) Forall z [0, cx)3, there is a unique r 7 such that g/ (z+r O, (9/ (z4-r (n)) O,
respectively). We denote this r by p(z)(p(n (z), respectively).

(c) Thefunctions p:[0, x)3 Tand p(n [0, cx))3 7defined in (b)arefour times

differentiable and linearly growing, and their derivatives oforder up to four are bounded on
[0, cx:) uniformly in n. We also have

(12.9) 9/(z)p(z) < 0;

with strict inequality if 9/(z) 7k O.
(d) Set

9/(Z)IO(n)(z) 0 [Z [0, (X)) 3,

Thenfor all z [0, cx)3 we have

(12.10) Ip(z)l _< 64; Ip((z)l 64(n if ZlZ3 --O.

(e) The constant Co
zx

Cl//1 --C22 4-C3/3, which ispositive underthe Case II assumption,
satisfies

(12.11) IC" Z f/(O)(Z))l __< C064

for all z [0, ec)3 such that 9/(z) O.
Proof. We will give the proof for the vector . The proof for (,0 is identical
(a) We have

(12.12) Vg/(z) lzla’(zl)a(z3) 4- lz3[a(zl)a’(z3) 4- b’(z2)],

which is obviously positive for all z 6 [0, cx)3. Now suppose that 9/(z) 0. Since by (12.3)

62 2

32 2by (12.2) there is an xo such that b(xo) > (g) Therefore x0 satisfies, 2 <61. Ifz2<x0,

we then have

Vg/(z). >/xeb’(xo).
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Next, assume z2 > x0. Then a(zl)a(z3) b(z2) > b(x0), so either

(12.13) a(zl) > v/b(xo)

or

(12.14) a(z3) > v/b(xo).

We also have that a(zl)a(z3) < ’2, so (12.13) implies

/b(xo)

and we get

V?,(z).es>iz2a(zl)a,(z3)>lz2v/b(x)a,(a_ ( ’2 ))/b(xo)

By repeating the same argument following from (12.14), we conclude that we can take

’3 min {/z2b’ (x0) (tZl/\lz2)v/b(x)a’(a-l( /b(x0) )) }"’2
z, z3 z_z. Note that(b) Suppose that z [0, cxz) Denote by I the internal [-( /x ), u2

].
z + r [0, +cx) if and only if r I. Let h(r) y(z + r) for r I. From (12.7), h is

zl z3 )) < 0 and h z2strictly increasing in I. Also, h(-( / ) > 0. The conclusion follows.

(c) Since 9/ ca ([0, cxz)3), we have/9 Ca ([0, cxz)3), by the implicit function theorem
Also,

(1215) Pi(Z)
-i(z + p(z))

v(z + p (z)) ’which is bounded by (12.8) and boundedness of Yi. Boundedness of higher-order derivatives
is obtained by repeatedly differentiating (12.15). Relation (12.9) follows from (12.7) and the
definition of p.

(d) Assume that z3 0. Then

’2 > b(z2-/z2p(z)) a(zl + lzlp(z))a(lz2p(z))

> a((/Zl A/z2)p(z))2,

so

1 - (-’2),p(z) <_a

where the term on the right is well defined by (12.2) and (12.3). We have a symmetrical
argument if Z 0, and thus we can take

1 _1 (2)’4 a

We note that if we hold the function a(.) fixed and vary b(.) so that ’2 , 0, then ’4 , 0 also.
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(e) Let z [0, cxz)3 be such that F(z) 0. There is a unique such that 13 0 and
z + p(). Furthermore, by (8.5), t(o)(z))t(o)()) c. . It follows that

Ic. z (o(z)) Ic. ( + p()) (0())1
(c. )/9() < (c. )s4.

Let j(n) l(n) be the cost associated with policy (12.5a), (12.5b). The next proposition
shows that the sequence of costs j(n) grows linearly in z, uniformly in n. In particular, it
shows that the sequence j(n) (z) }n=l is bounded for each z.

PROPOSITION 12.3. There are constants K1 and K2 independent ofn such that

(12.16) J(n)(z) <_ Kalzl + K2 Yz L(n), Vn.

Proof. We will construct a function o [0, cx)3 --+ such that

(12.17) kl Izl k2 < g)(z) < k3lzl + k4 Vz [0, q-cx:)) 3

and

(12.18) En’r(z)’V(z)q)(z) < k5 Yz L(n),

where _,n,y,u is given by (3.1) and kl k5 are positive constants independent of n. Once
max{c1, c2, c3 }. Then cL q) >q) has been constructed, we proceed as follows. Let L1

Llk5h aLlk2. Put Llq) + ---d- + Llk2. Then

OlkI ff.,n’Y’Uk[ h otL199 (h Llk2) -I- Ll(k5 ff.,n,Y,U) _. O,

and, by Proposition 4.1,

Llk5J(n)(z) < (Z) < Llk31zl + Llk4 + + Like.

It remains to construct o. We fix a real number A > supn {64(n)" (n)
t2 }, and define

.(n)}(12.19) ( . A sup{4(n)/2,2
n

and

(2.2o) K=inmf \- >0.

Inequality (12.3) guarantees that K can be defined this way. In order to construct 0, we will
need to define a number of auxiliary functions. We let G 6 Ca(7) be an even convex function
such that

(12.21) G(x)- Ixl if Ixl 1.

We note that G’ (0) 0 and

(12.22) xG’(x) > 0 Yx .
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Let H 6 C4 (ff,) be a nondecreasing convex function such that

0 if x<A,
(12.23) H’(x)

1 if x >_ 2A,

and let ) C(72) be a bounded nonincreasing function such that

(12.24) )(x)--0 if x<0, )(x)_<0 if x>0, )(K) <-sup{/zm}.
n

We then define

(12.25) (n)Zl) + H(Z2) Z G [0, cx:)) 3f (z) a(lzn)z3 2

and, finally, we set

p(n)(z)

(12.26) q)(z) f (z + p(n)(z)(n)) )(s)ds, Z [0, OQ)3.
dO

We first verify (12.18). Because the derivatives of q) up to order four are bounded, we
may use the expansion (7.13) to write for any z 6 L (n)

(12.27)

_,n,y(z),U(z)(D(Z) ,(tg(z) + o(n)(z) V(tg(z) (n) ’Ji- ([9(Z)

+ 1’(z)’v(z)o(z) + 1’(z)’v(z)(z) + o --Note that, as remarked earlier, there is no J2 term above. Also, the B1 term above is nonzero
only if z z2 0.

g(")(z) An(z), and O(!The terms q)(z), -- ,/) in (12.27) are bounded. Furthermore, Vq)(z)

(n) 1.(p(n)(z)), SO from (12.24) we get p(n)(z)Vq)(Z).(") < O, and from (12.6) and Lemma
12.2(c), it follows that

(12.28) 0 (n) (z) V(/9(z) (n) 0.

From (7.10) we have

]3’Y(z)’U(z)(/9(z) -]n)o1 (Z)l/z,=z2=O + 0(1),

where O(1) is uniformly bounded in n. If Zl Z2 0, then y(z) p(n)(z) 0. Also
a simple computation from (12.25) and (12.26) shows that, if Zl z2 0, then q)l(z)

(n) c, n Y(z) U(z) umforml bounded from-t2 t., (/xn)z3) < 0, which shows that Bl’ o(z) is y above
in n.

By an analogous reasoning, to show that ];’Y(n)(z)’U(n)(z) ((z) is bounded from above, it is
enough to show that q)3 (z) < 0 if z3 0. A direct computation gives, for z3 0,

(n) (n) t’ (n)(fl3(Z) lzn)at(--lz(2n)Zl) Pn)(z)[Iz(n)Ht(z2 tz p (Z)) nt- ),t (Z))]2 2

Note first that, from (12.15), pn)(z) <_ O. Also, from (12.22), G’(-txn)zl) < O. To show that

03 (z) is nonpositive, it is then enough to show that

A (n) H’ (z2 -/2to(n) (z)) + (to(n) (z))/2
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is nonpositive. Suppose first that z2 < A. Then (12.23) implies A .(,o(")(z)) < O. Next
assume that z2 > A Then by (12.10) and (12.19) we have z2 tz(n)o(n)(z) > It follows2
that

(n) (n)b() _< b(z2 (n) P(n) (Z)) a(Zl + lzn)lO(n) (z))a (lz(n)lo(n)(z))2 < lal,/z2 /9 (Z))

so that

p(n) (Z) >_ a -1

by (12.20). Using (12.23) and (12.24), we now get

.(m)(n) (n) (n) sup[/J,2 < 0A<t2 +k(p (z))_<t2
m

as desired. This concludes the proof of (12.18). We continue with the proof of (12.17). First
note that it is clear that o grows at most linearly, since its derivatives are bounded. To exhibit
a linearly growing lower bound for p, we start by showing that o grows linearly on the surface
y (z) 0. It is obvious that there is a constant m such that

(12.29) H(Z2) Z2- ml.

(n)Now suppose that y (z) 0 and/z]n)z3 -/z2 Zl > 1. This implies

2 > b(z2) ---a(zl)a(z3) > a(zl)a
[zn Zlzl > a 1/x 2

so that

Zl _< kl
zx

sup V a
n 2

and it follows that, in this case,

G(lzn)z3 -//’2 Zl) z3 -/J’2 Zl > z3 -/2 /1 z3 -+- Zl (1 -f-/zn))kl.
Thus, there are constants m2, m3, and m4 such that for all n

(12.30) G(txn)z3 /zn)Zl) >__ m2zl -4- m3z3 m4 if ’(Z) 0, lznz3 (n)2 Zl > 1.

By analogous reasoning, there are ms, m6, and m7 such that for all n

(12.31) G(lzn)z3 /zn)Zl) _> mszl + m6z3 m7 if g(z) O, [zln)z3 -/z2(n)Zl < _1.

(n)Now suppose that ?’(z) 0 and I/znz3 ]2 Zll < 1. Then (zl, z3) is contained in the
set

n (n)An
/x

{(x, y) "x _> 0, y > 0, I/Z y --/ Xl < 1, a(x) A a(y) < v2 }.

The set A Un>_lAn is clearly bounded. Let k2 be such that A

_
[0, k2]2. We then have

(12.32) a(lzln)z3 [j.,(n)2 Zl) > Zl + Z3 2k2 if V(z) 0, I/zn)z3 --Jz2(n)Zll < 1.
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Putting (12.29)-(12.32) together, we see that there are constants K0, K1 such that

f(z) > K0lzl- K1 if z [0, cx)3, y(z) 0,

so

f (z + io(n)(z) (n)) Kolz + P(n)(z)(n)l K1.

To prove the lower bound (12.17), it is then enough to show that there is a K2 such that

IZ "JI- p(n)(z)(n)[ gelzl Yz [0, ec)3.

Since all norms on 7 are equivalent, we may rewrite this as

3 3

(12.33) (zi -t- pn)(z)’(tn)) K2 Zi VZ [0, (X)) 3.
i=1 i=1

For z [0, ee) 3,
3

Z(Zi + pn)(Z)n)) >_ A
i=1

Suppose that

Then

If, however,

zx
min r (n)" Zl Z3 Z2

’-- A.-S <r<.-S
i=1 /2 /2

Zl -- Z2 -- z3 --/zn) Zl
/

Zl Z3
(n) <2 (n---’S"

]J’l

(n) 12A > z2 + z3 > 4/z.,), Zl -t" Z2 +
Z

Zl Z3
(n)#In) #2

then

1
A> zl+z2+z3.

(n)
/zlWe can therefore take K2 /x infn in (12.33).4/xn)

In view of Proposition 12.3 we can define

J(z) lim li--- max j(n) (().
I-zl_<

We obviously have J#(z) < J(z), so to prove Proposition 12.1 it is enough to show that

(12.34) J(z) < ’(w(z)) Yz [0, oe) 3.
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The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of (12.34). First observe that because
of the special structure of the control process U, the scaled queue length process Z(" moves
very rapidly towards the surface ?, 0. Therefore in the limit we expect the value of J(z)
to be equal to J(z + p(z)). Indeed we have the following result.

LEMMA 12.4. Let z [0, e)3 be such that z3 > O. Then

(.35) (z) _< (z + (z)).

Since the proof of this lemma is rather technical, we will first give a brief outline of the
proof. Let z be a point in (0, x)3, and suppose that there is a smooth function such that
J has a strict maximum at z0. Then by an elementary argument, we can construct a
sequence zn converging to z such that zn maximizes the difference J( -. Setting u U (z),
we have from the definition (3.1) of n,, and from Proposition 4.1 that

(12.36) ,,(z) n,l,u j(n)(zn j(n)(zn h(Zn).

For z 6 (0, )3, the only unbounded term in the expansion (7.13) of n’l’"p(z) is

By the definition (12.5b) of U, the term in the brackets has the same sign as -g. By letting
n go to infinity and using the Nct that the right-hand side of (12.36) remains bounded, we
conclude that

(z)v(z) 0.

Now if J is differentiable, then VJ (z) V(z), and we would have

g (z)vJ (z) 0 Vz e (0, )3.

This inequality tells us that J(z + t) has the sign as -g(z + t), so J(z + t) is
maximized at p (z).

Pro@ Fix [0, )3 such that 3 > 0. If 1 0, then p() 0 and (12.35)
holds at z . We thus assume, without loss of generality, that

(12.37) 1 v e > 0.

The idea of the proof is to construct, for each suNciently small positive e, a point z’ satisfying
g (z’) 0 such that

(12.38) limz’ + p(), J() limJ(z).

The upper semicontinuity of J, which follows from its definition, will then yield the desired
result, (12.35).

Step 1. Choice of constants. From Proposition 12.3 it follows that there e positive
constants k and k2 such that

(12.39) J(’(z) kl(z)l + k2 Vz L(n), Vn 1.

We put k3 & 2(1 + k + ke + I()1), k4 & 2(klk3 + k2 + 1). For e > 0, set

(12.40) () & min{p(z); z [0, )3 Ira(z) m()l2 < k4 Z3 0}
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where we use the convention min tp cx. Since 3 > 0, there is an eo > 0 such that

(12.41) p() < fl(e) (0, o).

Henceforth, we consider only 6 (0, 1/ 0).
Step 2. Definition of o. Let p, 6 C4() be such that

(0)=0 and (x)>O x67,

(12.42)

(12.43)

x7 (x) > 0 Vx , x 0,

(fl(e)) klk3 q- k2 + 1,

(12.44) 7t (p ()) < .
Inequality (12.41) guarantees the existence of such a aPE. We put

1
(12.45) qg,(z) = ,(p(z)) + - leo(z) -w() z 6 [0, cx)3.

Step 3. Definition of z. Because qg, grows quadratically and j(n) grows linearly (Propo-
sition 12.3), the difference J(n) o attains its maximum at some point z L (n). Indeed,
the linear growth of jn) is uniform in n, so the sequence {zn is bounded. We can thus select
a convergent subsequence {zn such that

lim [J(n)(Zn) qg(znk)] lim [J")(z")
(12.46) k n--+o

>_ jcxz (Z) e (Z) ’V’Z G [0, 0<3)

Let z denote the limit of {zn}. From (12.46) we see that

(12.47) J(z) qg,(z’) >_ J(z) qg,(z) Yz [0, )3.

Step 4. Bounds on {zn and z. Because z maximizes J<) o,, we have

(12.48) j(n)(zn qg,(zn) >_ j(n)() qge(’) >_- > -1,

where we have used (12.44). It follows then from (12.39) that

1
(12.49) 2-- Ico(z) O)()l2 < (tge(zn) J<n)(z) + 1 < kllW(zn)l q- k2 -+ 1.

This inequality implies

1

e2
mlc(zn)12 < kllc(zn)[ -+- k2 "k- +-Ico(zn)l Io()1,

so if [co(zn)l > , we have

1 k31
io(z)l < k / [k2 d- 1 -k-Io()1] < .2e e

Regardless of the value of Io(z)l, we have

(12.50) IcO(zn)l < min{e, k3} < k3.

Substitution of (12.50) into (12.49) yields

(12.51) Io9(zn) o)()l2 _< kae.
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Taking the limit along the sequence {n}, we obtain from (12.48), (12.50), and (12.51)

(12.52) J(z) qg (z) > -e > 1,

(12.53) Io(z)l < k3,

(12.54) Ico(z) co(’)l2 < k4e.

Finally, we show that z > 0. If z were zero, then (12.40) and (12.54) would imply/3(e) <
p(z’). But (12.52) implies

(p(z)) < qg(z) < J(z) + < kllO(z)l + k2 + 1 < klk3 -4- k2 -+- 1,

where we have used (12.53) and the limit form of (12.39). From (12.42) and (12.43), we
conclude that p(z) </3(e) and hence z > 0.

For sufficiently small e, (12.37) and (12.54) imply z v z > 0. Thus, we may choose
el 6 (0, 1/ G0) such that, for each e 6 (0, El), there is a positive integer k satisfying

(12.55) z >0, zvz >0 Yk>k.
Step 5. ,(z’) 0. Given e 6 (0, El), let k be as in (12.55), and let k > k be given.

Because z" maximizes j(nk) e, we have nk,y,u(j(n) qg)(znk) < 0 (see (3.1)). Setting
y 1 and u Un (zn), we have from Proposition 4.1 that

n’l’u9 (znk > _,nk’l’u j(n) (zn ol J(m,) (zn h(Zn ),
(nk)

which is bounded below uniformly in k because {zn is bounded. But with 0(" zx
cn_[ 1(nk

I&

Un (znk) ], we have from (7.13) that

(12.56) _,n’’"q9(z’) qg(zn) +0(n) V99(zn) (n) + - o(Zn) + 0

The terms O" and r2 in (7.13) vanish because y 1. The terms/7,l,u, 1, 2, 3, vanish
because z/ z > 0, z > 0, and

1. z--0=,z >0, y(z) <0, u--0;
2. z O = y (zn > O, u l.

All the terms on the right-hand side of (12.56) are bounded uniformly in k, except possibly
O(nk)Vqg(znk) (n). Therefore, this term must be bounded from below, uniformly in k, i.e.,

(12.57) inf unk(znk) Vg)(Znk). (nt) > --OO.
k>k

We use (12.57) to prove that /(z) 0. If V(z) > 0, then V(zn) > 0 and U"(zn) 1
for sufficiently large k. Since

[ 1lim
k-- cx

)2
1-- <0,

(12.57) implies that

(12.58) Vqg(z’) lim Vq)(zn) (nk) O.
k--cx
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But

(12.59) V99(z’). O(p(z’))Vp(z’) -’(p(z’)),

where we have used (12.15). From (12.58), (12.59), and (12.42), we conclude that p(z’) > O.
Lemma 12.2(c) implies that y(z’) < 0, which contradicts our initial assumption y(z’) > 0.
A similar argument rules out the possibility y(z’) < 0, and we are left with the conclusion
(z’) 0.

Step 6. Conclusion. Because lim,+0 w(z’) co() (see (12.54))and y(z’) 0, and we
have lim,+0 z’ + p(). We may now take the limit as e $ 0 in (12.47), using (12.44), to
conclude

J( + p()) > limJ (z’) > lim[J() 99, ()] J().

This completes the proof of (12.38).
The next few lemmas allow us to remove the condition z3 > 0 in Lemma 12.4.
LEMMA 12.5. Suppose that 99 C ([0, x3)3) is such that J 99 has a local maximum at. Assumethat.l v2 > Oandeither3 > Oor3 --Oand993(.) < O. Then y()V99(). < O,

where (/Xl,-#2,/z3).
Proof. Assume for the moment that J 99 has a strict local maximum at

be a compact set whose interior contains and is such that strictly maximizes J 99 over
[0, )3 f3 int(/). Define K [0, o) f3/, and let z maximize j(n) 99 over the finite set
K f3 Ln). Choose a convergent subsequence {zn with limit z such that

lim [J(n)(zn) 99(zn)] lim [J(n)(zn) 99(zn)].
k---o n---x

Then

j(z) o(z) >_ lirn[J() (z) qg(zn)]

> J(z) 99(Z) YZ [0, cx)3 fq int(/).
It follows that z .

There exists a positive integer k0 such that z v z > 0 for all k > k0, and either z > 0
n, 1, Unk (znkfor all k > k0 or else z 0 and 993 (zn) < 0 for all k > k0. Consequently,/3 99(zn)

given by (7.12) is either zero or else is bounded from above, uniformly in k > k0. This
observation allows us to use the argument in Step 5 of the proof of Lemma 12.4 to conclude
that y ()V99() < 0.

If the maximum attained by jo 99 at is not strict, we introduce the function

o (z) ’ 99(Z) 4- 8e-Iz-12. For all 8 > 0, the function J 99 attains a strict maximum
at . Furthermore, V99() V99(). The preceding argument shows that y(z)V99()
(z). v0 (). _< o.
LEMMA 12.6. Suppose that 99 C ([0, cx)3) is such that J 99 has a local maximum

at . Assume that 3 O. Then J() < J( 4- p()).
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that > 0, since if 0, then p() 0

and the result follows. The assumption > 0 is equivalent to y () < 0.
Suppose the desired result is false, i.e., there is an > 0 such that J() > J( 4-

p()) 4- . Continuity of p and upper semicontinuity of J imply the existence of 8 > 0
such that

Iz 1 < JCz + (z)) < J(E + ()) +
2

< J() 2"
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From Lemma 12.4, we have then that

Iz- l < 8, z3 > 0 := J(z) < J()

i.e., J jumps up at as the boundary z3 0 is approached. Consequently, with K > 0 and

(z) q)(Z) Kz3, the function J has a local maximum at . For K large enough, we
also have q53 () < 0. Applying Lemma 12.5 to and recalling our assumption t’ () < 0, we
see that

1 K
0 _< v(). 01() --02() + 03()

1 /Z2 #2

This inequality is violated for sufficiently large K. rq

PROPOSITION 12.7. J(z) < J(z+p(z))forallz [0, cxz) 3, where (/Zl, -/z2,/z3).
Proof. In light ofLemma 12.5, it is enough to consider the case z3 0. As in that lemma,

we assume without loss of generality that Z v z2 > 0. Consider the so-called sup-convolution
(Crandall, Ishii, and Lions (1992), Fleming and Soner (1993))

J(z)= sup {J(y)lly zl2}y[O,x)3

By the linear growth of J, there is, for each e, a point y(e) at which the supremum is attained.
We then have

JCy()) -ly(e) zl 2 jC(z) 0,

and this implies that {y(e) e > 0} is bounded and y(e) --+ z as e 0. Since J(y(e)) >

J(z), upper semicontinuity ofJ implies J(y(e)) J(z). Now note that J(y(e)) <
J(y(e) + p(y(e))). This follows either from Lemma 12.4 if the third coordinate of y(e)
is positive or from Lemma 12.6 (taking q)(y) 7 lY zl 2) if the third coordinate is zero. We
have then

J(z) lim J(y(e)) < limJ(y(e) + p(y(e))) < JC(z + p(z)). [3
$0 $0

For w 6 [0, cx)2, we denote by ((w) the unique z 6 [0, cxz) for which w(z) to and

V (z) 0. In terms of the function p constructed in Lemma 12.2, we have the formula

(12.60) ((co(z)) z + p(z) Yz 6 [0, cx)3.
We set

(12.61) ](w) _A jcx((to)), to G [0, 00)2.
It will be shown that J is a viscosity subsolution (defined below) of the partial differential

equation

(12.62a) otJ J h C084 on (0, cx)2

and the Neumann boundary conditions

(12.62b) J1 (0, w2) 0 w2 > 0,

(12.62c) -J2(w,O)=O Vw>O.
Here, 84 and Co are the constants defined in Lemma 12.2(d), (e),/ is defined by (10.4), and
t by (8.4). The value function 1 for the workload control problem is a classical solution of
the related euations (10.2), (10.3). These facts will allow us to obtain an upper bound on J
in terms of V, and Proposition 12.1 will follow.
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DEFINITION 12.8 (Crandall, Evans, and Lions (1984), Crandall and Lions (1984), Crandall,
Ishii, and Lions (1992)). We say that an upper semicontinuousfunction J [0, cxz)2 - is
a viscosity subsolution of(12.62a)-(12.62c) if whenever Co E arg max[0,)2 (J -(fi)for some
(fi E C(72), we have

(a) if Col > 0 and b2 > 0, then

o/J() (fi(/) /(/) < C04;

(b) if 601 0 and 6o2 > O, then

min{otJ(t) -/(fi(tb) t(tb) C04,-(fi (tb)} < 0;

(c) if 01 > 0 and 02 O, then

min{otJ(tb) -/(fi(tb) t(tb) C064,-(fiz(tb)} < 0;

(d) if 601 0 and 132 O, then

min{otJ(tb) (fi(tb) t(tb) Co64,-(fi(tb),-(fiz(tb)} < 0.

Remark 12.9. A function J is a viscosity subsolution of (12.62a)-(12.62c) if and only
if, for every C function (fi j-2 _+ T and every tb which is a strict maximum of J (fi over
[0, x)2, conditions (a)-(d) of Definition 12.8 hold. Indeed, if we have these conditions at
strict maxima and if tb maximizes J (fi, but perhaps not strictly, then tb is a strict maximum

of J (fia where 6 > 0 and (fia(w)
zx _wl2(fi(w) + 6e-Iw Writing conditions (a)-(d) for (fia

and letting 6 $ 0, we obtain these conditions for (ft.
PROPOSITION 12.10. , defined by (12.61) is a viscosity subsolution of(12.62a)-(12.62c).
Let (fi j-,2 + be of class C, and let tb maximize J (fi over [0, cx)2. In light of

Remark 12.9, we may assume that J (fi has a strict maximum over [0, cxz)2 at
For e > 0, put

(fie(Z) (fi(CO(Z)) + (’(Z))2, Z e (--1, 00)3.

We claim that & ((tb) is a strict maximizer of J (fit over [0, cx) 3, i.e.,

(12.63) J(z) -(fi(co(z)) (’(z))2 < ](tb) -(fi(tb) Vz 6 [0, )3\{}.

Consider z 6 [0, cx)3, z . If co(z) b, then },(z) 0 and Proposition 12.7 implies

J(z) o(o(z)) _< J(z + p(z)) o(o(z)) J() o();

inequality (12.63) follows. On the other hand, if w(z) To, then Proposition 12.7 implies

J(z) 0(o(z)) _< J(z + p(z)) o(o(z))

J(oo(z)) o(o(z))

< () 0().

Set

kln,e(Z A %/-/V(fie(Z). ( (n)) An)(fi(Z), z (-1, cx)3,

where n and " are given by (7.14) and (7.15). Let T be as in Step 3 of the proof of
Proposition 11.1. For z 6 [0, )3, set

1
fn, (z).f’ (z) &

r(z)

’" (z r(n))dr, g’ (z) & " (z) +
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Note that

vfn’e(Z).(n)--l[rn’e(Z).- 0 (--),
where O(14-) is bounded in absolute value by K(z)/x/-ff and K [0, cx) --+ [0, cx) is locally
bounded. Indeed, we may choose a linearly growing K because fn,e grows at most linearly.

Because 5 is a strict maximizer of J q0 over [0, cx)3, we can find a compact set
G C 3 containing 5 in its interior, a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers {kn }nl,
and a sequence {zkn }nl such that J(kn) (zkn jo() and each z’n maximizes j(k,) gkn,e
over G/x L(n). To simplify typography, we assume that kn n, i.e.,

(12.64) lim J() (Zn) J(),
n---- oo

(12.65) j(n) (Zn) gn, (Zn) > j(n) (z) gn, (Z) YZ E G N L(n).

Directly from (3.1), this implies .,n’l’Un(zn)(J (n) g"")(z") < 0, and Proposition 4.1 yields

(12.66) OlJ(n) (zn) n’l’Un(zn)gn’ (Zn) "< C" Zn.

(12.67)

We now use expansion (7.13) to obtain

ff-,n’l’Un(zn) gn’ (zn) lgn’ (zn) -Jr" 0 (n) Vgn’ (Zn) (n) ..]_ ___,A(n)gn, (zn

.qt_ Bi ,1,Un(Zn) gn, (Z) + 0
i---1

)(n)
where 0 (’0 -[ Un(zn)] and O() is bounded in absolute value by K(z)//- for

some locally bounded function K (see Remark 7.1). Simplifying the right-hand side of (12.67)
and using the inequalities O()?’(z’) < O, V,(z’) _> 0, we obtain

n,l,Un(zn)gn,e(zn e(zn + o(n)(zn)V(zn)
+ + o

i=1

i=1

and

]3Un(zn)gn(zn)--/-ln)n(zn)[(((zn)).-t-.y(zn)(zn)-.-(--)]{z=}
]3’lUn(zn)gn"(zn) /-’-(n) sn lx/n/z2 (1 (zn)) (/92(O)(Zn)) + .,(zn),2(Zn) .qt_ 0 l{z=0),

31’Un(zn)gn,’(Zn) rA,n) I2(O)(zn))...]-6.,(zn)B(Zn).qt-O (-.--) ]n’ 1 {z=0).

Note that ,(z) > 0 whenever z 0, which implies (1 u(n)(zn))l{z=O} 0; hence

]3,l,Un(Zn) gn,, (Zn) O.
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Let us consider now the four cases (a)-(d) of Definition 12.8.
Case (a) (tb > 0, 1)2 > 0). Because V() a(l)a(3) b(2) 0, we must have

> 0, 2 > 0, 3 > 0. Thus, for sufficiently large n,

n,l,Un(zn) gn, n,l,Un(zn) _n]31 (Zn) ]33 (Zn) 0,

and (12.68) implies

(1)(12.69) _,n,l,U(n)(zn) gn, (Zn) ,,q3 (Zn) .qt_ 0

From (12.66), we see that

otJ(n(zn) p(zn) c" zn "- O (n )
and letting first n --+ x and then e $ 0, we obtain

otJ()

But J() a(tb) and 0(co()) Zqg(tb), so (12.11) yields

(12.70) ota(tb) qg(tb) < (ff)) + C04,

as required by Definition 12.8(a).
Case (b) (tb 0,/)2 > 0). We have 2 0, 3 > 0. If p (tb) > 0, the inequality

in Definition 12.8(b) is satisfied and we are done, so we assume that p (tb) < 0. But in this
case

lim Il(O)(Zn))/6g(zn)l(Zn)+o (--)1n--- (x)

so we have 13’l’V"(Zngn’(Zn) <_ 0 for sufficiently large n. Since 3 > O, we have

13’l’vnzngn’(zn) 0 for sufficiently large n; (12.69) follows and leads to (12.70) as be-
fore.

Cases (c) and (d) are similar.
PROPOSITION 12.11. We have

C04J(w) < Q(w) + ’v’w 6 [0, cx)2,

where 34 and Co are the constants defined in Lemma 12.2(d), (e).
Proof For each > 0, let ’" be the Ca function constructed in Step of the proof of

Proposition 11.1. For 3 > 0, define

Q9e’3 (tO) __.A e(W) + r](to), to [0, (:X:)) 2,

where O(w) & w2 / w22 wl w2. Since and l) grow at most linearly, q9’,a attains its
maximum over [0, cxz)2 at some point &’. Furthermore, the set {tb"; 0 < e < 1 is bounded
for each fixed ti > 0.

With 3 > 0 fixed, let k > 0 be such that tbE, 6 [0, ka]2 for all e 6 (0, 1). On the compact
set [0, k / 3]2, ’’ and 2 are uniformly continuous. Consequently, there exists e 6 (0, 1)
such that for all w, w’ 6 [0, k / 3]2, we have

IIi(w)- 9i(w’)l < , i-- 1, 2,
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whenever ]w w’l < 4e In particular, if e < ea and -’a 0, then because ’’l(tb’a) 0
(see (10.2)), we have

(12.71)

2

Similarly, if 2
We next show that

(12.72)

For6>0and0<e < if-’ -’w > 0 and w2 > 0, inequality (12.72) follows immediately
from Proposition 12.10 and (a) of Definition 12.8. If w 0 and w2 > 0, then we use

-,6 -,3 -’ 0,(12.71) and (b) of Definition 12.8. The case w > 0, w2 0 and the case w
-" 0 are handled similly.2

From (11.4) we have

(12.73) O(,.a) + (,.a) + 3(,,) Lo
2’,*(’,*) + h’ (’,*) + ,[(’,*) (’,*)] Lo.

Combining this inequality with (12.72), and using the fact that tb’ maximizes 9*’a, we
see that
(12.74)

c[](w) o,(w)] _< a[](,) o,(,)1

tO) G [0, 04))2,

where

K A
max {-otr/(w) + Zr/(w)} < cx.

w[O,(x))

Letting first e $ 0 and then 3 $ 0 in (12.73), we conclude that

Ot[](W)- (W)] _< C04,

which establishes the proposition.
Proof ofProposition 12.1. Propositions 12.7 and 12.11 and (12.59), (12.60)imply that

for any z 6 [0, xz)3

(12.75) J#(z) <_ J(z) <_ J(z + p(z)) ](o(z)) _< P(o(z)) + C034
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But Co c1/z1 c2//,2 + c3//,3 is constant, and 34 a-1 (4/2) can be made as small as

we like by choice of the functions a and b introduced at the beginning of this section. [3

COROLLARY 12.12. Recalling that j(n) l(n) denotes the cost of using the controlyn u
law (12.5a), (12.5b) in the nth queueing network, and j,n) denotes the optimal cost in this
network, we have

C04
(12.76) lim lim max jn)(a) _< lim lim min .l_,n)(()+ Yz [0, o0)3

$0 n--+oo L(n) 0n L(n)
I-zl I-zl

Proof. Inequality (12.75) is simply

J(z) <_ J#(z) + C04

But Proposition 11.1 and 12.1 imply J#(z) J#(z) Q(w(z)) for all z 6 [0, o0)3, and
(12.76) follows from (12.74).
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